30 THE EARLY OR MAINLY ORAL STAGE
(walking, running, etc.), telling the time, how to sharpen
a pencil, etc.
Association and Contrast
(e) A further principle of association of use for in-
troducing and practising new vocabulary is association
by similarity and contrast. Words of the same, and
words of opposite or rather of contrasted meaning, can
be taught together, black at the same time as white,
high and low, big and small, short and tall, above and
below, to cry and to laugh, to eat and to drink, to love
and to hate, often and seldom, always and never, and so
on. Synonyms may also be taught together, or here
again words of mainly similar meaning ; for few words
have exact synonyms.
In point of fact meanings shade of! very gradually
from precise to rough similarity, and again from rough
similarity to slight and more pronounced dissimilarity,
and so on to contrasts and opposites. So that it may
be sometimes difficult to decide whether a pair of words
should be classed as synonyms or antonyms,1 as, for
example, clock and watch, or white and grey, or dark
and black, or fetch and bring. This does not matter in
practice as in any case the benefit secured is to make
more clear the meaning of each word of a sense pair or
.group by confronting its meaning with that of a fellow-
word of the same class or genus. Both words gain in
defmiteness in the process.
Grouping by Form
(/) Grouping by similarity of sense can be supple-
mented by grouping by similarity of root or derivation, as
when the pupil learns together life, live, alive (and later
on livelihood, and enliven) ; sleep and asleep ; high and
height; tale and tell; true and truth, and so on. Care
must be taken to bar from the list all but common
words which would claim admission to the pupil's
vocabulary through their daily utility. There should
be no word-making of this kind for its own sake. The
•device is of most use as a means of recapitulation, where
words tanght on one basis can then be revised and
* Antonyms at-e~Words of'contrasted meaning*,

